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Dear friends!
We are all united by our care for automobile
equipment. The car is a source of inspiration for us and
the essence of our work, and for this reason each new
step of the LAVR Company is connected with search for
the best technologies of creating chemicals and car care
products.
The history of LAVR is about how passion became a
small family business which has grown into a serious
enterprise. It all started with the idea of manufacturing
chemical products for engines. That is the very case
when scientific potential was applied in actual practice
instead of being stuck in the framework of theoretical
research of a university laboratory. We know almost
everything about the work of the engine and various
systems of the car. That is why the efficiency of LAVR
products is technologically conditioned, and the result
is guaranteed.
Despite the obvious growth for over 20 years of our
presence in the market, I am happy about the fact that
we have not developed the “diseases of big business”
and still continue to closely monitor every step of
“newborn” products from the idea to production, from
the laboratory test tubes to the shelves of your store and
real application.
LAVR has already earned the respect and recognition
of millions of ordinary motorists and professionals. The
secret is simple: we solve real problems that car owners
are facing today. These include inferior fuel quality,
severe climatic conditions and unsatisfactory culture of
vehicle service. I believe that an important task for us
is first of all to convince people that regular and minor
costs of preventive measures are always justified by
serious economy on repairs.
We prove that our products really work with specific
practical examples such as decarbonisation of the
engine or washing of injectors. It is important for us that
everyone who chooses LAVR products is confident in the
result.
Motorists regularly send comments and questions to
our website www.lavr.ru. I am very pleased to answer
them and often advise them personally to help them
choose the right product and use it correctly.
It is mostly personal relationships that allow us to do
our job with love and respect our work and people who
create LAVR with me.
I am glad that you are holding the catalogue of auto
chemicals and car care LAVR products in your hands.
Welcome to the ranks of our co-thinkers.
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PROFITABLE BUSINESS WITH THE LAVR
COMPANY
LAVR is one of the leading producers of auto chemicals and auto cosmetics
in Russia and the CIS. During 20 years of successful work done, the company
has gained recognition of millions of car owners and masters of car service
stations. Join our team and appreciate the benefits of working with us.

OUR OWN PRODUCTION

Working directly with the manufacturer allows you to receive high-quality
products and establish stable supplies on favourable terms.

CLEAR POSITIONING

Our products take the price gap between Western and Russian manufacturers. In many cases, the quality of our products is superior in comparison with
the well-known world brands.
LAVR products are made from raw materials of European quality, have high
concentration of active ingredients and guaranteed efficiency. Each product
is based on a combination of knowledge, experience and high qualification of
our engine specialists and chemists.

REGULAR UPDATE OF PRODUCTS

We do not stop at what we have achieved and are constantly improving by
developing new technologies, modifying the formulas of the existing products
and creating new ones.

SIMPLE AND UNDERSTANDABLE BUSINESS

We guarantee easy interaction at all stages of cooperation because we
always build partnerships aimed at developing and strengthening the position
of our partners. We work with all distribution channels: car washes, repair
shops, specialist and non-specialist retail.

STABLE GROWTH

Our modern sales techniques and well-established products guarantee our
partners profit growth.

TRAINING

We constantly conduct educational work among specialists, sellers and
consumers. In an easy and accessible way, we will tell your staff about our
products and techniques of their promotion.
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INFORMATIONAL AND PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT
We help our partners to build a profitable business and provide comprehensive marketing support:
• provide promotional materials in various formats for arrangement of points of sale - posters, brochures, leaflets,
souvenirs, etc.;
• provide training materials for improvement of sales techniques;
• supply branded sales and service station equipment;
• carry out stimulating activities and campaigns;
• promote our brand in the media and online resources.

COMMUNICATE WITH US IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

Auto chemistry and auto cosmetics LAVR on the social networks VKontakte (vk.com/lavr_ru) and Facebook (facebook.
com/lavravtohimia/) are complete platforms for communication with our partners and customers providing the
following:
• announcements, tests and reviews of our new products;
• useful tips on car maintenance by means of our products and chats with the members of our communities;
• relevant and interesting information about the updates in the automotive world.
Sign up and be the first to find out news!

FIND MORE ABOUT LAVR PRODUCTS ON OUR WEBSITE

The website www.lavr.ru is an indispensable assistant to motorists and a reliable guide to our range of auto chemicals
and auto cosmetics. It provides you with:
• tests that demonstrate the benefits and mechanisms of action of LAVR products;
• detailed instructions and descriptions;
• an opportunity to get professional advice
from the experts of the company;
• contact information of our wholesale
partners and official retail outlets of LAVR in
various regions.

LAVR.RU
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PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
OF THE INJECTION SYSTEM

A U T O C H EM IC AL S

PRODUCTS FOR ENGINE DECARBONISATION
PROBLEM

One peculiarity of functioning of the engine is that
even fuel of the most superior quality does not burn
completely inside the combustion chamber. Part of
the unburned petrol and diesel fuel inevitably turns
into hard sludge deposits and coke. The products
of oil combustion also stay in the cylinder forming
resin deposits which accumulate in piston grooves
and oil drain back holes. With time, these deposits
harden and turn into coke limiting the normal mobility
of compression and oil control rings. This leads to
compression reduction, difficult start of the engine,
increase in oil and fuel consumption, deterioration of
driving dynamics, initiation of vibration and considerable
wearing out of combustion chamber parts.
The engine coking problem is not new. However, for
a long time it did not have an optimal solution. Solvents
used for this purpose even after long treatment could
not cope with contamination and clean affected engine
parts.

SOLUTION

harmful deposits
сylinder wall
piston

compression rings
oil ring

The LAVR Company has developed a new method of influence on resin-coke and carbon deposits in the engine.
On the basis of this discovery, products for engine decarbonisation, namely LAVR ML202 and LAVR ML203 NOVATOR,
were created. The principle of their work rests on turning resinous and hard deposits into a soft jelly, part of which is
subsequently burned and the other part is washed away by fuel and oil during engine operation.
Tests and auto service practice have demonstrated that ML202 and ML203 NOVATOR do not only soften
contamination deposits and “exempt” piston rings, but also clean the combustion chamber. Thus, decarbonisation
significantly prolongs engine life.
Numerous cases of positive customer feedback and independent experiments have proved the safety and efficiency
of our products.
LAVR ML202 is a classic fluid for decarbonisation acting from 1 to 12 hours.
LAVR ML203 NOVATOR is an extra strong fluid for express-decarbonisation during 1 hour.
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THE RANGE OF LAVR ML202/ ML203 IS THE LEADING PRODUCTS OF THE COMPANY
Together with washing/flushing products
for injection systems, anti-coke cleaning
products can provide up to 60% of the
retailer’s revenue of all LAVR goods.

ANTI-COKE ENGINE CLEANER
ML202
A kit for the standard engine
Ln2502 | 185 ml
A unique product cleaning the
combustion chamber and piston
rings from deposit substances. It
eliminates the cause of fast wear
of the engine. This package is for
standard engines up to 2 litres.

ANTI-COKE ENGINE
CLEANER ML202

A kit for the non-standard engine
Ln2504 | 330 ml
This fluid in a special package
of 330 ml is for non-standard
engines above 2 litres.

ANTI-COKE ENGINE
CLEANER ML203
NOVATOR

A kit for the standard engine
Ln2506 | 190 ml
Its active components
guarantee complete removal
of stubborn resin-coke dirt
from the piston, piston rings
and combustion chamber
elements within 1 hour.
The package is intended for
standard engines with the
volume of less than 2 litres.

SET OF ANTI-COKE ENGINE
CLEANER ML202 + ENGINE FLUSH
LAVR kit for thorough engine
cleaning
Ln2505 | 185 ml + 330 ml
This set provides a complex
approach to cleaning the engine. It
decarbonises and flushes the engine,
and helps to carry out complete
maintenance increasing the capacity
of the car.

ANTI-COKE ENGINE
CLEANER ML203
NOVATOR

A kit for the non-standard
engine
Ln2507 | 320 ml
The special 320 ml package
is intended for engines with
the volume above 2 litres.

LAVR.RU
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PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING FUEL SYSTEMS
PROBLEM

Any fuel contains resin and other components which form deposits in the fuel system. Therefore, contamination of
the fuel system is one of the top causes of engine malfunctions. Resinous sediments contaminate not only injectors,
but also valves, fuel pumps, etc.

SOLUTION

Ural scientists were the first in Russia to develop products for professional cleaning of the fuel system of the
internal combustion engine. The unique properties and effectiveness of these products allowed the LAVR Company
to obtain a patent for the invention of a new method of cleaning. It is worth mentioning that we still remain the only
Russian enterprise manufacturing products of this class in an industrial way!

PRODUCTS ML101 AND ML102 HAVE REPEATEDLY WON IN INDEPENDENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS
The test group of the magazine The Consumer. Autobusiness studied the effectiveness of chemicals for fuel system
cleaning using visual and quantitative methods in their research.
The study group used gridded brass elements which were covered with contaminants similar to those in fuel
injectors for 3 months. The results are illustrated below.

Thanks to LAVR products it
became possible to implement a
number of tasks:
• Ultimately effective
cleaning of the injection
system.
• Completely safe contact
with the elements of the fuel
system and equipment.

CONTAMINATED
GRID

• Fast cleaning without
extreme engine rev.
• Pronounced decarbonising
effect.

CLEANED WITH
WYNN’S

Passing Capacity Improvement
Presence of Contamination
Remains
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CLEANED WITH LAVR

By 50 %

By 70 %

10%

None

LAVR products
for cleaning
fuel injection
systems are the
most demanded
during the car
maintenance
season. They bring
an outlet up to
36% of the overall
revenue of LAVR
goods.

PURGE OF INJECTION
SYSTEMS ML101 EURO
Ln2007 | 1000 ml

With the updated complex
of washing components, the
product gentler affects the
injectors’ contamination, which
makes it ideal for preventive
maintenance of new generation
engines.

PURGE OF INJECTION
SYSTEMS ML101 WITH
ANTI-COKE EFFECT
Ln2001 | 1000 ml

PURGE OF DIESEL
SYSTEMS ML102
WITH ANTI-COKE
EFFECT
Ln2002 | 1000 ml

Purging fuel injectors at a service station is one of the most popular
procedures of car maintenance. Our products are chosen by the best dealer
service centres of BMW, CHEVROLET, FORD, KIA, MERCEDES and other leading
automakers.
The bright distinctiveness of ML101 and ML102 is an outstanding
decarbonisation effect, which other products of this type do not have. The
efficiency and safety of our purges are confirmed by a patent for the invention
of a new method of injection system cleaning.

EQUIPMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING OF FUEL SYSTEMS
PNEUMATIC STATION LAVR FOR PURGING PETROL AND DIESEL INJECTORS
Ln2013
This versatile and cost-effective tool should be in the arsenal of any service center.
It is equipped with a basic set of adapters. It is perfect for purging diesel and petrol
injection systems using the products ML101, ML101 EURO and ML102.

FITTING KIT FOR LAVR PNEUMATIC STATION
Ln2014

An optimal set of fittings for connection with the injection system of any automobile.

PNEUMATIC STATION GX-100
Ln2016

A universal and available station for purging petrol engines. It is equipped with a
light flask with an optimal volume of 800 ml. The station is delivered with a wide
set of fittings for modern automobiles.

LAVR.RU
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PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING AND TESTING FUEL INJECTORS IN
ULTRASONIC CLEANERS
LAVR products for cleaning and testing injectors are proven products intended for sale to car repair shops and
service stations. They completely remove harmful deposits, are safe and cost effective. They have been tested on
most types of stands of verification and ultrasonic cleaning.

LIQUID FOR CLEANING
FUEL INJECTORS IN
ULTRASONIC BATHS

LAVR Ultra-sonic cleaner
Ln2003 | 5 L

Quickly, efficiently and safely
removes resinous, varnish
and carbon deposits in
the injector. It significantly
reduces cleaning time
and protects parts from
corrosion.

LIQUID FOR TESTING
INJECTORS

LAVR Injector tester
Ln2004 | 5 L

Provides the most accurate control of the spray
cone and performance of
injectors during diagnostics
on the stand. It removes
contaminant remains after
cleaning injectors in an
ultrasonic bath.

PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING THE OIL SYSTEM
PROBLEM

Some motorists believe that high-quality motor oil does not produce pollution and deposits, and it is not necessary to wash the oil system. However, studies confirmed by practice have shown that formation of deposits in the oil
system is inevitable. They gradually accumulate reducing the capacity of oil channels and disrupting control valves. If
they are not flushed, they petrify and contaminate the entire engine over time.

SOLUTION

A completely new method of cleaning of the motor oil system was created under the LAVR brand. For the first time
in the world auto-chemical industry, concentrates for cleaning oil systems were endowed with unique properties that
guarantee high efficiency and complete security of cleaning of even very contaminated systems.

ADVANTAGES OF CONCENTRATED FLUSHES

• Technological effectiveness. After flushing with a concentrate, the proportion of the product in the new oil
stays at the level of trace concentration, but not 8-12% as it happens in the case of flushing oil being used.
• The chemical structure of the oil is not changed. Even though the new motor oil is mixed with the remainder of
the old one, it is important to note that it is still mixed with oil having an identical chemical structure. The obtained
lubricant is ready for hard workloads and full service life.
• The oil system cleaning procedure by means of concentrated flushes is easy and environmentally friendly.
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The assortment of flushes is designed to meet the characteristics of any
type of engine. This well-elaborated and technically justified range makes
it possible to choose a product that is guaranteed to solve the customer’s
problem.
The products are sold very well on their own and in combination with motor
oils, oil filters, products for decarbonisation, etc. Oil system flushes are the
most demanded during the inter-seasonal maintenance period and sell well in
automobile service stations and repair shops.

The absolute leader
in sales! With flushes
of the cooling system,
these products provide
up to 36% of the overall
revenue of LAVR goods.

New
formula

5-MINUTE ENGINE
FLUSH CLASSIC

5-MINUTE ENGINE
FLUSH FOR COMMERCIAL TRUCKS
CLASSIC ++

7-MINUTE ENGINE
FLUSH LUXE

SOFT ENGINE FLUSH
(OIL ADDITIVE)

The product is intended
for regular cleaning of all
types of petrol and diesel
engines. It is designed for
washing the engine oil
system with the volume
of 4-5 litres.

Ln1004 | 1000 ml

It is ideal for washing
turbocharged engines and
lubrication systems that have
not been cleaned for a long
time. The product is designed
for flushing oil systems with
the volume of 4-5 litres.

This product is for
delicate preparation of
the lubrication system
before oil change. It
is applied 150-200
kilometres before oil
change. The package is
designed for flushing the
engine oil system with
the volume of 4-6 litres.

Ln1003 | 450 ml

It contains viscosity
corrector which protects
the engine in cases of
dilution of oil by fuel.

Ln1002-L | 450 ml

Ln1005 | 330 ml

LAVR.RU
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PRODUCTS FOR COOLING SYSTEM CARE
LAVR products for cooling system maintenance are in
demand all year round. Peak sales take place in the interseason period (the period of technical maintenance) and in
the summer when it is necessary to protect the engine from
overheating.
Car owners prefer buying the products of our range
for problems with the cooling system (overheating,
malfunction of the radiator heater) before a visit to the car
service station, or with antifreeze and parts.

The cooling system flush can be sold
as an additional feature in a car service
centre or as an independent product.
Together with flushes of the oil system,
they provide up to 36 % of the revenue
of an outlet of all LAVR products.
Efficient elimination of
antifreeze drain from
the radiator

COOLING SYSTEM
FLUSH CLASSIC

Ln1103 | 430 ml
A traditional cooling
system cleaning
technology for cars
and trucks used before
changing antifreeze. It
is designed for cooling
systems with the
volume of 9-11 litres.
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COOLING SYSTEM
FLUSH FOR
COMMERCIAL
TRANSPORT CLASSIC ++

COOLING SYSTEM
EXPRESS-FLUSH.
ANTIFREEZE
ADDITIVE

Ln1104 | 980 ml
The increased volume is
intended for large trucks
and construction machinery.
This package is designed for
cooling systems with the
volume of 25-35 litres.

Ln1107 | 430 ml
This is a convenient
express product for
preparation of the
cooling system to
antifreeze change even
in the absence of strong
contamination. It is
added directly to the
old antifreeze before
replacing it. The package
of the product is
designed for 8-10 litres
of antifreeze.

RADIATOR SEALANT
STOP-LEAK EXPRESS

Ln1105 | 310 ml
It hardens only in the places
of leaks and thus does not
block radiator tubes. The
product does not evaporate
at high temperatures. It is
not aggressive to metal,
rubber and plastic parts.
The sealant is compatible
with all types of coolants.

Complete elimination of all
kinds of contamination from
the cooling system

KIT: FULL 2-STEP CLEANING OF THE COOLING
SYSTEM

LAVR 2-component radiator flush
Ln1106 | 310 ml + 310 ml

The product is designed for application with 8-10 litres
of antifreeze.
Cleaner of scum and rust, composition №1:
• Effectively and safely dissolves lime scale and rust.
• Supports dirt particles suspended as long as they are
removed from the system.
Cleaner of antifreeze decomposition products,
composition №2:
• Effectively and safely dissolves grease and oil
deposits.
• Neutralizes acidic environment and removes
impurities when washed away.

DISTILLED WATER
Distilled water is widely used for vehicle maintenance. Unlike tap water, drinking water or purified water, distilled
water is practically free of impurities and contamination substances and has low electric conductivity. Distilled water
is used for rinsing the cooling system, diluting antifreeze and concentrated glass cleaners. It is needed for preparation
of battery electrolytes. It is also used in everyday life for filling irons, electric fireplaces, heating systems of private
houses.
Use the highest quality product! LAVR distilled water is
several times better than it is required by the strict GOST
state standard. This is confirmed by independent tests
of the Hygiene and Epidemiology Center of Chelyabinsk
Region, Russia.

Ln5001 | 1000 ml

Ln5002 | 3,35 l

Ln5003 | 5 l

LAVR distilled water can be sold with
products for cleaning the car cooling
system, concentrated windshield washing
fluids, etc.

Ln5004 | 10 l

Ln5006 | 20 l, bag

LAVR.RU
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FUEL ADDITIVES
Fuel additives ensure prevention of early failures of the car. Fuel system
cleaners, correctors of the octane or cetane number and multi-purpose fuel
cleaning additives are the first aid kit which should always be in the trunk of
every car driver.
In winter, there is a need for depressant additives for diesel, such as
superantigel, defroster and fuel dryer; and in the autumn and spring - for the
neutralizer of water.
Nowadays fuel additives are sold even at gas stations because it is a successful
way of winning consumer loyalty.

LAVR fuel additives
are sold well all year
round and provide
more than 12% of the
revenue of the outlet
from sales of the whole
LAVR product range.

DIRECTED ACTION ADDITIVES
Smart LAVR additives eliminate the risk of clogging of the injection system with deposits washed out of it. Due
to their targeted action, they provide the most efficient cleaning. They eliminate harmful deposits directly from the
surface of fuel dispensers and injectors even with intense pollution. These fluids are safe to use for cleaning engines
of cars with high mileage.

CARBURETOR CLEANER
LAVR Petrol additive with nozzle,
for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2108 | 310 ml

PETROL INJECTOR CLEANER
LAVR Petrol additive with nozzle,
for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2109 | 310 ml

DIESEL INJECTOR CLEANER
LAVR Diesel fuel additive with
nozzle, for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2110 | 310 ml

These products have a focused, directed influence on contamination
deposits. They are recommended for cleaning of the fuel system when
there are signs of clogging in the engine, or a probability of failure. The
cleaning substance should be applied once per 1.5-3 thousand kilometres.
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THREE-LEVEL PETROL
INJECTION SYSTEM
CLEANING
LAVR Petrol additive
for cleaning of the
injection system
Ln2137 | 3×120 ml

THREE-LEVEL DIESEL
INJECTION SYSTEM
CLEANING
LAVR Diesel additive
for cleaning of the
injection system
Ln2138 | 3×120 ml

• Substitutes injection cleaning at a car repair shop
• Removes 100 % of contamination and fully renews injectors
• Decreases fuel consumption
The three-level fuel system cleaner ML100 was developed on the basis of the legendary products for injection system
purge ML101 EURO and ML102. The patented components make application of the fuel additive ML100 as effective
as the procedure of injector cleaning in a car repair shop. You can wash the injection system by means of this product
on your own in an efficient and safe way. The fluid is applied at the temperature of the environment higher than -5°C.

COMPLEX ACTION ADDITIVES

COMPLEX FUEL SYSTEM
CLEANER
LAVR Petrol additive
with nozzle for 40-60 L
of fuel
Ln2123 | 310 ml

COMPLEX FUEL SYSTEM
CLEANER
LAVR Diesel additive with
nozzle for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2124 | 310 ml

These soft cleaners are recommended for the entire fuel system. They are poured once per 3 thousand kilometres and wash
deposits at the initial stage of their formation restoring the cleanliness of the whole fuel system. They can be used when
there is a possibility that the fuel tank is contaminated. If used regularly, the additives provide reliable prevention of various
malfunctions.

FUEL CLEANING ADDITIVE WITH COMBUSTION CATALYST
LAVR petrol or diesel additive for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2126 | 120 ml
This is a universal additive to any fuel preventing precipitation of contaminants on fuel system
parts. It is considered to be a prophylactic means: if you are in doubt of the fuel quality, it prevents
the fuel system from clogging. It contains a modified combustion catalyst that allows to economise
fuel.

LAVR.RU
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WATER NEUTRALIZERS
Neutralizers of water and the fuel dryer were created specially for the winter. They remove water and prevent
formation of ice jams in fuel lines.

WATER NEUTRALIZER
LAVR petrol additive with
nozzle for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2103 | 310 ml

WATER NEUTRALIZER
LAVR diesel additive with
nozzle for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2104 | 310 ml

WINTER FUEL DRYER
LAVR universal fuel additive with
nozzle for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2125 | 310 ml

FUEL CORRECTORS
Fuel correctors improve the key characteristics of gasoline and diesel fuel - the octane and cetane number. They
protect the engine from damage if there is no certainty about the fuel quality.

OCTANE PLUS

LAVR petrol additive with nozzle
for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2111 | 310 ml
This product improves
combustion processes, reduces
fuel consumption and carbon
formation. It does not damage
the catalysts since it does not
contain lead compounds. The
product is suitable for regular
application.
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CETANE PLUS

LAVR diesel additive with
nozzle for 40-60 L of fuel
Ln2112 | 310 ml
The product improves
ignition conditions in the
engine, especially at low
temperatures. Prevents
resinification and coking of
piston rings.

FUEL BOOSTER

LAVR petrol additive with nozzle for 40-60 l of fuel
Ln2127-L | 310 ml
Most modern engines are high-powered. However, drivers often face the problem of
standard fuel not fulfilling the potential of the engine. Attempts to operate the engine
at its maximum power lead to its overheating and early wear. A new additive has been
developed to cope with these problems. LAVR motor fuel booster increases engine power
due to the increase of the octane number to 100 units. This improves fuel combustion
that leads to lower fuel consumption.

WINTER FUEL CORRECTORS
LAVR Superantigel is a diesel additive which lowers the freezing temperature of diesel fuel (up to -45°C), improves its
lubricating properties and protects the engine from rapid wear.
LAVR Superantigel contains a dispersant additive. It provides uniformity of diesel fuel and prevents thick precipitation
formation. This prevents clogging of filters and fuel lines.
Thanks to perfect lubricating properties, Superantigel can be used during the whole year as an emergency product when
there is no confidence in fuel quality.

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel additive with nozzle
for 40-60 L of fuel (-45°C)
1:150
Ln2106 | 310 ml

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel additive with nozzle
for 100-140 L of fuel (-45°C)
1:400
Ln2114 | 310 ml

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel fuel additive with
nozzle for 500-2000 L of fuel
(-45°C)
1:500-2000
Ln2107 | 1000 ml

LAVR.RU
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SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel additive for
6700 L of fuel
1:500-2000
Ln2121 | 3,35 L

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel additive for
40 000 L of fuel
1:500-2000
Ln2115 | 20 L

СУПЕРАНТИГЕЛЬ

СУПЕРАНТИГЕЛЬ

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
LAVR diesel additive for
400 000 L of fuel
1:500-2000
Ln2120 | 200 L

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
CONCENTRATE 1:10004000
LAVR diesel additive for
80 000 L of fuel
Ln2116 | 20 L

SUPERANTIGEL WITH
DISPERSANT
CONCENTRATE 1:1000-4000
LAVR diesel additive for
13 400 L of fuel
Ln2122 | 3,35 L

This product is for dealing with frozen diesel. The LAVR
Company developed this high-tech and effective diesel
defroster so that you would not waste time on pointless
warming of the engine and the fuel filter. It dissolves and
disperses paraffin sediment and ice crystals quickly returning
the vehicle to its working condition. The LAVR defroster’s
quick action is a key to rescue from ice crystals and paraffin
in frozen diesel fuel.

DIESEL FUEL DEFROSTER
Ln2130 | 450 ml
Ln2131 | 1000 ml
The defroster provides emergency help dissolving ice
crystals and paraffin in frozen diesel fuel. This fluid is what
all users of diesel transport are always advised to have.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL REPAIR PRODUCTS
These multifunctional tools will provide reliable help to those who are involved in car repair. They are purchased by
professionals and ordinary car owners.
LAVR repair tools have been in high and stable demand for many years.
Recommend
these products to
those who buy car
parts or tools for car
repair.

UNIVERSAL PARTS CLEANER
ML201

Ln1506 | 330 ml
The product does not cause
corrosion of ferrous and non-ferrous
metal parts including high-precision
fuel equipment. It is ideal for
small service stations - even in the
absence of an ultrasonic unit, the
procedure of full and fast cleaning
of the fuel injection system can
be conducted by simply putting
injectors in the fluid.

LIQUID KEY

Ln1405 | 500 ml
This product allows you to separate
stuck and rusted threaded joints
quickly and easily. It significantly
improves the efficiency of repair
work. It lubricates the surface and
forms a film that protects car parts
from corrosion.

UNIVERSAL PENETRATING
LUBRICANT ML400

Ln1406 | 330 ml
Its high penetration capability
allows to disconnect stuck parts
without breaking them. It lubricates
the threaded surface eliminating
creaking and forming resistant film
protecting surfaces from corrosion.

LAVR.RU
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RUST remover

LAVR No Rust Fast Effect
Ln1434 | 120 ml
Ln1435 | 310 ml
The product quickly and
efficiently destroys rust and
improves adhesion of primer
and paint to metal, prevents
spread of corrosion. It easily
gets into hard-to-reach places,
loosens rusted bolts, screws
and nuts. It does not contain
corrosive acids.

BRAKE MECHANISMS
CLEANER

Ln1497 | 500 ml
This product is a universal
detergent. It cleans brake parts
as well as various parts of the
car and other equipment. It is
used as a degreaser and cleaner
providing maximum dissolution
of various greases. It is fastdrying, does not oxidize metal or
have a pungent smell.
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RUST remover WITH
ZINC

LAVR rust remover
NO RUST + ZINC
Ln1436 | 500 ml
Deeply penetrates
into the cleaned
structure and
dissolves rust. It
forms firm zinc cover
on the surface of
metal and prepares it
for painting.

BRAKE MECHANISMS
CLEANER

Ln 1495 | 400 ml
This product quickly
and effectively cleans
and removes grease
from brake mechanisms
and improves their
friction characteristics.
It eliminates squeak
and grind sounds while
braking. Increases the
efficiency of braking and
prolongs the use of brake
mechanisms.

DESINFECTING AIR
CONDITIONER CLEANER

Ln1461 | 210 ml
The product is used without
dismantlement of the cabin filter and
ventilation system. It removes unpleasant
smells and prevents reproduction of
bacteria and fungi. It brings a fresh scent
of menthol and eucalypt.

MULTIPURPOSE GREASE
LV-40

Ln1484 | 210 ml
Ln1485 | 400 ml
It effectively eliminates
squeak noises and glitching,
and restores the proper
functioning of mechanisms.
It has a high penetrability due
to which fast detachment
of rusty threaded parts is
ensured. It protects parts from
corrosion and the influence of
the environment.

ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM
CONDITIONER CLEANER

Ln1750 | 400 ml
The highly efficient foam
composition of this product
quickly removes mould, fungi
and bacteria, prevents the
risk of developing allergy
and respiratory diseases. It
removes musty odour from
air vents.

WHITE CHAIN LUBE

LAVR white chain lube with
PTFE
Ln1741 | 400 ml
This highly efficient lubricant
contains a complex of antifriction additives for treatment
of chains of two-wheeled
vehicles.

LAVR.RU
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ANTIGRAVEL
(BLACK/GRAY)

LAVR undercoating
protection
Ln1551 | 650 ml
Ln1552 | 650 ml
This product ensures longlasting protection of the
car bottom, wheel archs,
fenders, bumpers and side
skirts from the abrasive
effect of gravel, sand and
road chemicals.

SILICONE GREASE

Ln1541 | 210 ml
Ln1543 | 400 ml
This product is ideal for
protection and lubrication of
rubbing parts of mechanisms,
rubber moldings, belts, battery
cables and moulds during heat
processing of plastic.
It preserves elasticity of plastic
and rubber and protects door
locks from freezing.
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CARBURETOR AND
THROTTLE CLEANER

Ln1493 | 400 ml
It cleans dispensing
channels, nozzles, filter
grids, etc. from resin
and varnish deposits. It
neutralizes the effects
of use of poor-quality
gasoline and influence
of crankcase gas. It
eases cold start.

SILICONE GREASE

LAVR Silicon grease
Ln1539 | 40 ml
The silicone lubricant in
a con venient compact
package prevents
freezing of car doors
after washing or after a
warm winter period. It
protects rubber weather
strips of doors, the boot
and bonnet from drying.
It makes rubber elastic
and prevents its early
wearing. The product
is sold in an advertising
package - the show-box.

LIQUID KEY

LAVR multifunctional fast liquid key
Ln1490 | 210 ml
Ln1491 | 400 ml
This aerosol with a convenient tip allows to efficiently and accurately apply the product to
hard-to-reach connections.
The product penetrates into threaded connections and allows to quickly disconnect stuck
bolts, nuts, etc. It removes moisture, lubricates and protects metal parts from corrosion.
It eases the start of a dampened engine and protects parts of electrical equipment from
oxidation. It lubricates and protects lock mechanisms and cleans rubber and plastic parts.

ADHESIVE COMPOUNDS

Adhesive compounds are indispensable in both car service and household – they glue together various parts
and mechanisms, and firmly fasten thread joints. Parts attached with the LAVR cold weld function even in extreme
weather conditions in the temperature range from -60 to +150 °C. Thread lockers are applied to joints which need
periodical dismantlement or long-lasting fixation.

COLD WELD
QUICKFIX

LAVR Quick action epoxy putty
Ln1720 | 60 g
The two-component structure
quickly glues any materials:
ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
concrete, wood, plastic, glass,
ceramic, etc. It fully hardens
within 10 minutes and reaches
the ultimate tenacity within 1
hour.

COLD WELD
UNIVERSAL MULTIFIX

LAVR Multifunctional epoxy
putty
Ln1721 | 60 g
The two-component robust
structure glues any materials:
ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
concrete, wood, plastic, glass,
ceramic, etc. It is used for
restoration of functionality of
mechanisms, household and
professional tools, furniture and
bath and toilet equipment.

COLD WELD
QUICK STEEL MUlTIFIX

LAVR Epoxy putty for metal parts
Ln1722 | 60 g
The two-component metal-polymer
structure ensures complete
adhesion of articles made of
ferrous and non-ferrous metals and
restores detached parts of metallic
constructions. It is applicable for
fixation of granite, concrete, plastic,
wood and polymer materials.

LAVR.RU
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DEMOUNTABLE THREAD
LOCKER

LAVR MiddleFIX
Ln1733 | 9 ml
This product is applicable for
hermetic sealing and fixing of
fasteners which need periodical
detachment during maintenance
service. It polymerizes within
20 minutes.
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NON-DEMOUNTABLE THREAD
LOCKER

LAVR StrongFIX
Ln 1731 | 9 ml
This product is applied for hermetic
sealing and fixing of fasteners which
need detachment only in case of
major repair. It polymerizes within
20 minutes.

NON-DEMOUNTABLE HEATRESISTaNT THREAD LOCKER

LAVR ThermFIX
Ln 1732 | 9 ml
This thread locker is applied for
hermetic sealing and fixing of fasteners
exposed to high temperatures and
needing dismantlement only in case
of major repair. It polymerizes within
2 hours.

HAND CLEANING PRODUCTS
CLEANING PASTE FOR HANDS WITH POROUS SCRUB-GRANULES

LAVR handwash paste
Ln1701 | 500 ml
Ln1703 | 5 L
The product gently and effectively cleans hands from complex dirt: oil, lubricants,
bitumen and others. The porous scrub granules included in the composition ensure
complete and deep cleansing of hands and do not injure skin. The components
moisturize and regenerate skin. The product excellently foams and is easy to wash
away with running water. It does not leave sticky film after use. It has a pleasant
aroma.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Highly efficient and cost-effective products for removal of industrial dirt will help to quickly get rid of rust, grease,
carbon and resin-coke deposits.

INDUSTRIAL RUST REMOVING PRODUCT
LAVR PL302

Ln1515 | 5 L
Ln1516 | 30 L
Ln1517 | 200 L
This is a concentrated acid for removing rust,
scale, carbonate and lime deposits from the
surface of ferrous and nonferrous metals,
porcelain and ceramic tiles. It has degreasing
properties and is easily soluble in water of any
hardness.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL INDUSTRIAL WASHING
PRODUCT LAVR PL300
Ln1509 | 5 L
Ln1510 | 30 L
Ln1511 | 200 L

This product cleans industrial machinery and equipment,
ferrous and non-ferrous metal parts, polymers and rubber from
remnants of fuel and lubricants, coolants, oil and operational
pollution, degreases metal surfaces from conservation
lubricants, prepares the surface for painting, electroplating,
soldering and welding.

SCALE AND RESIN REMOVING PRODUCT
LAVR PL303
Ln1518 | 5 L
Ln1519 | 30 L
Ln1520 | 200 L

This fluid is intended for removing resinous,
coke, scale deposits in heat exchangers,
furnaces, communications and other industrial
units and aggregates which circulate petroleum,
oil, masut and hydrocarbon fuels. It dissolves
and extrudes heavy pollutions from the system.
It does not cause corrosion of metals, does not
foam and needs no dilution.

INDUSTRIAL GRAPHITE REMOVING PRODUCT LAVR
PL301
Ln1512 | 5 L
Ln1513 | 30 L
Ln1514 | 200 L
It cleans metal surfaces from graphite grease and fixed
contamination by means of jet or bubbling method.

LAVR.RU
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PURE
CONFIDENCE

A UT O C O SM ET IC S

PRODUCTS FOR CAR WASHES
Due to the high quality of raw materials and constant efforts to improve formulations, LAVR products for car washes
are better than their analogues, and are offered at a reasonable price.

QUICK WAX
CONCENTRATE
1:50 - 1:100
Ln1449 | 1 L
Ln1450 | 5 L

MULTIPURPOSE CAR
BODY CLEANER
LAVR Universal
car cleaner
Ln1410 | 3,35 L

The product is safe for all
types of vehicle cover. It does
not cause blushing of car
paint and varnish.
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CHERRY WAX
CONCENTRATE
1:40 - 1:80
LAVR Cherry Wax
Ln1444 | 1 L
Ln1445 | 5 L

PRESERVATION REMOVER
CONCENTRATE 1:1
Ln1437 | 1000 ml
Ln1438 | 5 L

This product is a professional
means for removing the preservation layer from the car body
surface.

SUPERFAST CAR BODY POLISH
LAVR car polish with silicone
& wax
Ln1487 | 1 L
Ln1488 | 5 L

CAR UPHOLSTERY TEXTILE
CLEANER
CONCENTRATE
1:5 - 1:10
Ln1462 | 1 L
Ln1463 | 5 L

BUMPER AND
TIRE SHINE
LAVR Matt Effect
tire conditioner
Ln1402 | 5 L

WHEEL DISK
CLEANER
CONCENTRATE
1:1 - 1:3
LAVR Universal wheel
disk cleaner
Ln1442 | 1 L

TIRE SHINE WITH
SILICONE
LAVR tire blackener &
conditioner with silicone
Ln1476 | 1 L
Ln1477 | 5 L

PLASTIC POLISHING AND
CONDITIONER
CONCENTRATE
Ln1456 | 1 L
Ln1457 | 5 L

TIRE SHINE AND POLISH
CONCENTRATE 1:2 - 1:3
LAVR tire blackener & polish
Ln1473 | 1000 ml
Ln1474 | 5 L

PLASTIC POLISH AND CLEANER
CONCENTRATE 1:1
LAVR Glossy Shine plastic polish
concentrate
Ln1466 | 1 L
Ln1467 | 5 L

LAVR.RU
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WEATHERSTRIP
SILICONE

Ln2247 | 1 L
Professional silicone
composition for
treatment of rubber
and plastic parts of
the car.

BITUMEN STAINS
CLEANER
Ln1429 | 5 L
This product easily
removes tar marks
from the body of
the car.

CAR SHAMPOO
GREEN
SUPER CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2266 | 5 L
Ln2267 | 20 L
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ANTI FLY CAR BODY
CLEANER
CONCENTRATE 1:7

Ln1422 | 5 L
A concentrated product
for cleaning the car body,
gitter and windscreen from
organic dirt.

CAR SHAMPOO
ORANGE
SUPER CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2298 | 5 L
Ln2299 | 20 L

FOAM ENGINE
CLEANER
CONCENTRATE
1:3 - 1:5
Ln1502 | 5 L
This product
is ideal for
cleaning the
engine bay.

CAR SHAMPOO
CRYSTAL
SUPER CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2219 | 5 L
Ln2220 | 20 L

CAR SHAMPOOS FOR NON-CONTACT WASHING
A completely new line of LAVR non-contact car shampoos efficiently remove all kinds of dirt. Each of the products is
endowed with unique characteristics and designed for a specific task so that the choice of a suitable car shampoo can be
even easier. The entire line of LAVR non-contact car shampoos is safe for paint, plastic, chrome; easily washed off with water,
does not have a pronounced odor, does not cause skin irritation.

SHAMPOOS FOR ECONOMICAL CLEANING OF LIGHT DIRT

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
LIGHT
Basic Composition

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
INTENSIVE
Extra Foam

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
EXPERT
For hard water

Ln2301 | 1,1 kg
Ln2302 | 5,4 kg
Ln2304 | 21,6 kg

Ln2306 | 1,1 kg
Ln2307 | 5,5 kg
Ln2309 | 22,1 kg

Ln2311 | 1,1 kg
Ln2312 | 5,7 kg
Ln2314 | 22,7 kg

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:1-1:4
FOAM GENERATOR 1:30-1:50

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:2-1:5
FOAM GENERATOR 1:40-1:60

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:3-1:6
FOAM GENERATOR 1:50-1:70

OPTIMAL FORMULATIONS FOR STUBBORN DIRT ALL YEAR ROUND

NON-CONTACT CAR
SHAMPOO OPTIMAL
Basic Composition

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
COMPLEX
Extra Foam

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
ULTIMATUM
For hard water

Ln2316 | 1,1 kg
Ln2317 | 5,8 kg
Ln2319 | 23,3 kg

Ln2321 | 1,1 kg
Ln2322 | 5,8 kg
Ln2324 | 23,5 kg

Ln2326 | 1,1 kg
Ln2327 | 5,9 kg
Ln2329 | 23,6 kg

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:4-1:6
FOAM GENERATOR 1:50-1:70

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:5-1:7
FOAM GENERATOR 1:60-1:80

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:6-1:9
FOAM GENERATOR 1:70-1:100

LAVR.RU
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CAR SHAMPOOS WITH THE HIGHEST CLEANING PERFORMANCE FOR THE MOST STUBBORN DIRT

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
COLOR
Pink foam

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
STORM
Extra foam

Ln2331 | 1,2 kg
Ln2332 | 6 kg
Ln2334 | 24 kg

LAVR Auto Shampoo Storm
Ln2336 | 1,2 kg
Ln2337 | 6,1 kg
Ln2339 | 24,6 kg

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:6-1:9
FOAM GENERATOR 1:70-1:100

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:7-1:10
FOAM GENERATOR 1:70-1:100

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
TORNADO
The most concentrated, used for
hard water

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:10-1:17
FOAM GENERATOR 1:110-1:200

Ln2341 | 1,3 kg
Ln2342 | 6,3 kg
Ln2344 | 25 kg

SPECIAL PURPOSE CAR SHAMPOOS

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
TRUCK
For cargo transport
HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:6-1:9
FOAM GENERATOR 1:70-1:100

Ln2346 | 1,2 kg
Ln2347 | 6,0 kg
Ln2349 | 24,2 kg
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NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
PORTAL
For portal and tunnel car washes

NON-CONTACT CAR SHAMPOO
DOZATRON
For systems of dispensing

Ln2351 | 1,1 kg
Ln2352 | 5,6 kg
Ln2354 | 22 kg

Ln2356 | 1,1 kg
Ln2358 | 23 kg

PORTAL WASHING: SEE THE
EQUIPMENT INSTRUCTION
HAND WASHING 1:200-1:300

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANING 1:6-1:9
FOAM GENERATOR 1:70-1:100
dosage system 1-2%

PRODUCTS FOR ENGINE BAY CARE
Concentrated formulas of these cost-effective products allow to completely remove dirt and to care for plastic,
aluminium and chrome parts.

FOAM ENGINE CLEANER

Ln1508 | 480 ml

This is an effective tool for regular
maintenance of the engine
bay elements. The product
decomposes and fully removes
stubborn dirt, and the rich foam
helps the active ingredients to
clean the inaccessible places with
no extra brushing. It is safe for
construction materials, does not
cause darkening of aluminium
parts, is non-corrosive.

OIL DIRT ENGINE
CLEANER
LAVR Engine cleaner
with anti-sludge effect
Ln1503 | 500 ml

Quickly and efficiently
removes dirt, oil, tar,
brake fluid and other
contaminants from the
surface of the engine and
engine bay elements of
cars and motorcycles.

CAR INTERIOR CARE PRODUCTS
PLASTIC CLEANER AND CONDITIONER
LAVR Cleaner & Conditioner
Ln1454 | 120 ml
Ln1455 | 310 ml
Ln1458 | 480 ml
These products are intended for regular care for plastic
surfaces and used for maintaining cleanliness every day. They
refresh the surface of plastic without giving it greasy lusture,
remove surface stains and prevent dust deposit.

LAVR.RU
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ANTISTATIC PLASTIC POLISH
LAVR Interior plastic polish
Lime Ln1625 | 400 ml
Cherry Ln1626 | 400 ml
Vanilla Ln1627 | 400 ml
These products are professional fluids for cleaning and polishing the
dashboard as well as plastic surfaces, vinyl and rubber decoration elements.
They refresh the initial colour, fill unevennesses and scratches of the surface,
and restore the appearance of plastic elements of the car interior.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL NANOPROTECTION FROM WATER
AND DIRT
LAVR Universal hydrophobic nanoprotection
Ln1472 | 185 ml
Ln1469 | 310 ml
The fluid provides ideal protection of car upholstery, clothes and footwear.
It prevents liquid penetration by forming a steady water and dirt repellent
cover for up to three months. The product is hypoallergenic and safe for child
clothes.

LEATHER CARE
LAVR auto cosmetics for car leather care help to gently clean, bring out the texture, give softness and shine to
upholstery. The products do not contain aggressive solvents, are quickly absorbed and leave no grease film.

LEATHER CLEANER

Ln1470-L | 185 ml

It copes with stubborn stains, does
not contain aggressive solvents,
forms rich foam that gently cleans
the surface without dam it.
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LEATHER RESTORING
CONDITIONER
Ln1471-L | 185 ml
It fills pores and protects leather
from drying and cracking. It is
quickly absorbed and does not
require washing off.

FABRIC SURFACE STAIN REMOVERS

FOAM VELOUR AND UPHOLSTERY
CLEANER
Ln1564| 650 ml

ANTI SPOT
LAVR Spot remover
Ln1465 | 120 ml

This unique foamy fluid cleans upholstery
elements, textile materials and velour
from complex food and drink stains. The
active foam quickly penetrates into the
tissue, raises and completely removes
dirt, and returns original appearance to
upholstery and decor elements.

The product easily removes
complex stains of various
origins, carefully treats delicate
fabric materials without
damaging them. It is indispensable during housework
due to its ability to eliminate
stubborn stains from clothes
and upholstery. It does not
contain chlorine.

CAR UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
LAVR Fresh Foam cover cleaner
Ln1446 | 120 ml
Ln1400 | 310 ml
Ln1464 | 480 ml
This product makes the car interior look new again
removing stains of coffee, juice, motor oil, lipstick
and other contaminants. It is a highly concentrated
and economical product. It does not contain
corrosive components. The cleaner is suitable to
use in the car and at home - for cleaning upholstery
and carpet surfaces.

LAVR.RU
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CAR BODY CARE PRODUCTS

ANTI-POPLAR

Ln1423 | 185 ml
This product quickly
and safely cleans
traces of poplar buds
and other organic dirt
from paint, varnish,
chrome coating,
plastic, rubber,
glass and other car
surfaces.
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UNIVERSAL CAR BODY
CLEANER

ANTI-FLY INSECT
REMOVER
Ln1421 | 500 ml

This is a universal product
which perfectly cleans dirt,
oil and bitumen stains,
poplar buds, etc. from car
paint and external decor
elements. It is safe for all
types of vehicle cover and
suitable even for cleaning
surfaces that are chipped and
scratched.

It quickly washes all
surfaces of the car:
windows, body, plastic
and chrome-plated
bumpers, number
plates, etc. It is ideal for
cleaning the radiator
from organic marks and
perfect to use on longdistance journeys for fast
removing of insects from
the windshield.

Ln1409 | 500 ml

TAR REMOVER

LAVR Ultra-effective
anti-bitumen cleaner
Ln1403 | 500 ml
An effective product
for removing bitumen
stains. Thanks to its
hydrocarbon base, it
quickly copes with dirt
and leaves no greasy
film. The product is
safe for paint, vinyl and
armour surfaces. It is
easily washed off with
water.

HEADLIGHT
RESTORER

MULTIPURPOSE CAR
BODY POLISH

LAVR Polish and
restorer of headlights
Ln1468 | 20 ml

LAVR universal carnauba
wax polish
Ln 1480 | 310 ml

It returns transparent
plastic its lost gloss and
deeply restores even
old headlights making
them look absolutely
new; completely
removes darkness,
and yellowness from
the surface, fills
small and even deep
scratches, and restores
transparency. It forms
protective film of wax
and silicone which
allows to maintain the
achieved effect for a
long time and protect
plastic from UV rays.

It gives glossy shine to
paint and varnish cover
of the car body, makes
the color more vivid
and saturated, masks
minor scratches. It forms
solid transparent film
that protects the car
surface from fading,
corrosive effects of
the environment and
road chemicals. It has
pronounced waterrepellent properties. It is
non-toxic and contains
natural carnauba palm
wax.

QUICK WAX
LAVR extra qick drying
wax
Ln1448 | 500 ml
The product permanently
gives paint and varnish
cover glossy shine, forms a
stable water-repellent film
which protects the car body
from the harmful effects of
environmental pollution until
the next wash. The active
complex of wax, silicone
and special ingredients
instantly breaks water film
on the surface of the car and
assembles water into large
drops which quickly flow
down the surface. Due to
this, the car dries in less than
1 minute.

EXTRA QUICK CAR
BODY POLISH
Lavr Superfast car
polish
Ln1486 | 480 ml
The specially created
formula based on silicone
and wax provides extra
quick treatment of the
surface reducing the
polishing time to
10-15 minutes. Liquid wax
is conveniently applied
to the surface by means
of a sprayer, and is easily
spread. It restores and
enhances the shine of the
car body. It is economical
to use: 100-150 ml of the
polish is enough to cover
a car.

LAVR.RU
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WHEEL CARE PRODUCTS
Road chemicals, unfavourable climate conditions and extreme driving lead to early wearing of rubber. In the
absence of care, it starts to harden and crack. Reliable protection is also needed for plastic bumpers, which also start
to look worse with time.
LAVR car cosmetics for shining bumpers and tires reliably protects them from the harmful effects of the environment
and refreshes their deep black colour. The multipurpose products of LAVR for cleaning wheels are ideal for regular
care for discs of any type.

TIRE AND BUMPER SHINE
LAVR Tire conditioner with mat
effect
Ln1401 | 500 ml

TIRE SHINE WITH SILICONE
LAVR Tire conditioner with
silicone
Ln1475 | 500 ml

This product permanently gives
tires and plastic well-groomed and
noble mat appearance without
stickiness and greasy shine. It is
easy to apply, it quickly penetrates
into the micro-relief of tires and
does not require additional polish.
The complex of modified silicone
protects the tire from cracking.

This treatment gives tires rich dark
color and noble shine, extends the
life of tires protecting them from
wearing, cracking and harmful UV
rays. It makes damaged surfaces
less noticeable and gives an instant
and long-lasting effect. It is easy to
apply and suitable for treatment of
weather strips.
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WHEEL DISK CLEANER
Ln1439 | 500 ml
This is an excellent alternative to
cleaning disks at a carwash or with
the help of universal wheel care
substances! It excellently removes
dirt from wheel disks of any type. It
does not cause fading of chromateplated and aluminium disks.

MANUAL CAR WASH SHAMPOOS
Highly concentrated LAVR car shampoos for manual cleaning perfectly cope with different kinds of dirt. These
products do not damage the coating of the car body or cause darkening of chrome and aluminium. They additionally
contain a corrosion inhibitor for protection of metal parts. They are suitable for cleaning glass, plastic, rubber and
other elements of car exterior and interior decoration, and well-soluble in water of any temperature and hardness.

GREEN CAR SHAMPOO
SUPER CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2263 | 185 ml
Ln2264 | 450 ml
Ln2265 | 1000 ml

ORANGE CAR SHAMPOO
SUPER CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2295 | 185 ml
Ln2296 | 450 ml
Ln2297 | 1000 ml

CRYSTAL CAR
SHAMPOO
SUPER
CONCENTRATE 1:200
Ln2207 | 185 ml
Ln2208 | 450 ml
Ln2209 | 1000 ml

LAVR.RU
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LUX CAR SHAMPOOS
The products of this group ensure effective removal of dirt and gentle care for the car! The formula of luxury car
shampoos for manual car wash is enriched with conditioning components that take care of paint and varnish
surfaces and protect them from the harmful effects of the environment.

CAR SHAMPOO WITH
CONDITIONER AND
PROTECTIVE MODIFIED
SILICONE
SUPER CONCENTRATE
1:160
Ln2201-L | 330 ml
This shampoo contains modified
silicone which effectively protects
car paint against corrosion, the
harmful effects of moisture and
subsequent contamination. It
makes small defects less visible
and leaves no greasy film after
application.

CAR SHAMPOO AND
POLISH WITH CARNAUBA
WAX
SUPER CONCENTRATE
1:160
Ln2202-L | 330 ml
It contains natural carnauba
palm wax giving paint and
varnish covering a bright
gloss. It provides polishing
effect without streaks and
grease stains; it masks minor
scratches.

GLASS CARE PRODUCTS
This group contains special products for quick cleaning of windows, mirrors and other vehicle surfaces. The products do
not have a harmful effect on car enamel and rubber weather strips. They have a pleasant aroma.
These liquids are recommended for every-day use, do not leave streaks, smudges and are absolutely safe for car tints.
They can be used for household purposes. They do not contain highly toxic methanol and ammonia! The products of the
group are environmentally friendly, harmless to the respiratory system and general health.

CRYSTAL MULTIPURPOSE
GLASS CLEANER
Ln1600 | 185 ml
Ln1601 | 500 ml
Ln1607 | 5 L
Ln1608 | 5 L
CONCENTRATE 1:5
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MULTIPURPOSE
GLASS CLEANER
ORANGE
Ln1610 | 500 ml

ANTISTATIC FOAM GLASS
CLEANER
LAVR Antistatic foaming
glass cleaner
Ln1620 | 650 ml
The highly active composition
of this product easily
removes road dust, dirt,
insect splats, sticker glue
marks, road chemicals from
the windscreen, mirrors
and headlights of the car.
It guarantees absolute
transparency, does not leave
marks and improves visibility.

ANTI RAIN
LAVR Anti Rain With DirtRepellent Effect
Ln1615 | 185 ml
Thanks to the instant dirt and
water repellent effect, this
product helps to keep clear view
of the road and extend the life of
wiper blades. It is indispensable
for treatment of window glass,
headlights, lamps and door
mirrors as well as home glass
items and shower cabins.

ANTI fog
Ln1408 | 185 ml
This fluid reliably prevents
fogging of glass, mirrors and
headlights of the car. Does not
leave stains and rainbow film,
improves visibility of the road.
It is applicable at home for the
treatment of mirrors in the
bathroom, windows and glasses.
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GLASS WASHERS
The formula of these washers is designed specially for the summer season.
These products perfectly remove dust, grease, insect marks and other dirt from the
windshield of the car. Special additives protect the washing system from corrosion
and formation of harmful deposits.

GREEN ANTI-FLY GLASS
WASHER
CONCENTRATE 1:40
Ln1220 | 120 ml
Ln1221 | 330 ml
Ln1222 | 1000 ml

ORANGE ANTI-FLY GLASS
WASHER
CONCENTRATE 1:40
Ln1215 | 120 ml
Ln1216 | 330 ml
Ln1217 | 1000 ml

Dilution with
LAVR distilled water
is recommended

CRYSTAL ANTI-FLY GLASS
WASHER
CONCENTRATE 1:40
Ln1225 | 120 ml
Ln1226 | 330 ml
Ln1227 | 1000 ml

CRYSTAL ANTI-FLY GLASS WASHER
Ln1209 | 3,35 L
Ln1208 | 5 L
The product is ready to use and does not require dilution with
water before filling the washer reservoir. It effectively cleans
glass and headlights from mud, rain and insect marks, quickly
returning perfect visibility. It does not leave streaks and protects
the washing system from corrosion.
In manufacturing of this product, LAVR distilled water is used.
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PROFESSIONAL RANGE OF AUTO COSMETICS
Professional LAVR product range of auto cosmetics contains unique products for car care of a new generation. The
formulations of the fluids with a high content of active ingredients efficiently and safely remove dirt, and the conditioning
substances gently care for plastic parts, rubber, paint and varnish coating.

TAR REMOVER WITH
SILICONE
Professional Formula
LAVR Anti-bitumen
professional Lux
Ln1404-L | 330 ml
This fluid removes tar
spots, resin and oil dirt
from all surfaces of the
car twice as fast as regular
products! The modified
silicone composition
additionally protects the
surface during treatment.

TIRE AND BUMPER
SHINE

Professional Formula
LAVR Professional deep
tire restorer
Ln1411-L | 330 ml
Application of this
professional tire shine
with a pronounced
conditioning effect makes
tires look new. It deeply
penetrates into rubber,
restoring it from the
inside and protects tires
from and cracking. The
product is suitable for
treatment of external
plastic parts.

PLASTIC POLISH WITH
VELVET EFFECT
Professional Formula
Ln1425-L | 120 ml
Ln1426-L | 310 ml
The product polishes plastic
parts giving them a noble
matt look, riches the color
and masks scratches. It
visually improves the surface,
allowing it to look more
well-groomed and prevents
fading.

PLASTIC POLISH AND
RESTORER
Professional Formula
LAVR Plastic polish with
anti-scratch effect
Ln1459-L | 120 ml
Ln1460-L | 310 ml
This fluid creates resistant
coating with a pronounced
restoration effect, fills minor
surface unevenness, cracks
and scratches, and returns
the texture of plastic its
original appearance. It is
ideal for treatment of parts
experiencing accelerated
wear, such as sills and wheel
arches. It is indispensable in
household care for plastic
panels, screens, etc.
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WINTER AUTO COSMETICS AND AUTO CHEMISTRY

NON-FREEZING WINDSCREEN CLEANER -10°С
LAVR Anti Ice - Ln1312 | 3,9 L
NON-FREEZING WINDSCREEN CLEANER -15°С
LAVR Anti Ice - Ln1313 | 3,9 L
NON-FREEZING WINDSCREEN CLEANER -20°С
LAVR Anti Ice - Ln1314 | 3,9 L

This is a range of indispensable products for winter!
They effectively clean the windshield of the car,
without leaving glare and rainbow film. The special
formulation of the products prevents formation
of ice on windscreens and wipers and protects the
washing system from corrosion and freezing.

NON-FREEZING WINDSCREEN CLEANER -25°С
LAVR Anti Ice - Ln1310 | 1000 ml
Ln1315 | 3,9 L
NON-FREEZING WINDSCREEN CLEANER
CONCENTRATE -80°С
LAVR Anti Ice - Ln1324 | 1000 ml

QUICK START
LAVR Easy ignition starting fluid
Ln1546 | 335 ml
It promotes fast and easy start of petrol and diesel engines at low temperatures, high humidity,
with low-quality fuel. It reduces the load on the ignition system and increases the starter and the
battery life. The product is non-corrosive and safe for plastic and rubber parts of the feed system.
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WINTER GLASS
CLEANER

LAVR Anti-ice glass
cleaner -30°C
Ln1301 | 500 ml
Quickly and without a
trace of dirt, removes
ice from windows,
mirrors, headlights and
number plates, without
leaving streaks and
greasy film. The product
keeps its properties at
temperatures above -30°C

LOCK AND GLASS DEICER

LAVR Universal defroster -80°C
Ln1302-L | 500 ml
The fluid helps to defrost locks,
windows, mirrors and other
surfaces of the car without a
possibility of scratching them.
It effectively melts snow and
ice, even at extremely low
temperatures! It does not
leave greasy film and is safe for
all materials, such as rubber,
plastic, paint and varnish
coatings.

LOCK DEICER WITH SILICONE GREASE
LAVR Quick silicone defroster
Ln1309 | 75 ml
The convenient aerosol package does not take up much space and
allows you to always have it at hand. The substance of the product
is non-corrosive and has a high level of lubricity. It is designed for
defrosting automobile, garage and other locks and padlocks. The
product is sold in an advertising package - the show-box.

LOCK DEICER WITH SILICONE LUBE

LAVR Quick defrosting silicone fluid
Ln1304 | 40 ml

This lock defroster is in a convenient compact package. The
product quickly dissolves ice in door locks and effectively lubricates
mechanisms. It removes moisture and prevents subsequent freezing,
prevents corrosion of metals. The product is sold in an advertising
package - the show-box.
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Art 16692

The appearance of the goods and stickers can differ from the illustrations in the catalogue
due to restyling of certain items of the product range.

